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Under the condition thatf(x, y, .z. a) and its partial derivatives decay sufficiently 
fast as Ix\+ 03 we will study the (linear) stability and bifurcation of equilibrium 
solutions of the scalar problem 
u, = u,, +f (x, zl, Ill, a), ux(--co, t) = u;(co, t) = 0, (*I 
where CI is a real bifurcation parameter. After introducing appropriate function 
spaces X and Y the problem (*) can be rewritten 
2 u = G(u. u), 
where G: X x ? -4 Y is given by G(u, a)(x) = u”(x) tf’(x, u(x), u’(x), a). It will be 
shown, for each (u, a) E XX i?, that the Frechet derivative G”(u, a): X-+ Y is not a 
Frcdholm operator. This difftculty is due to the fact that the domain of the space 
variable x is infinite and cannot be eliminated by making another choice of X and 
Y. Since G,,(u. a) is not Fredholm, the hypotheses of most of the general stability 
and bifurcation results are not satisfied. If (a”, a,,) E S -= ((u. a): G(u, a) = O), (i.e.. 
(u,,; a,,) is an equilibrium solution of (**)), a necessary condition on the spectrum 
of G,(u,, on) for a change in the stability of points in S to occur at (us, us) will be 
given. When this condition is met. the principle of exchange of stability which 
means. in a neighborhood of (u,. a,,), that adjacent equilibrium solutions for the 
same LC have opposite stability properties in a weakened sense will be established. 
Also. when G, or its first order partial derivatives, evaluated at (no. Us,). are not too 
degenerate, the shape of S in a neighborhood of (u!,, a,,) will be described and a 
strenghtencd form of the principle of exchange of stability will be obtained. 
1. STATEMENT AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
In this paper we will be concerned with how the (linear) stability of 
equilibrium solutions of the scalar problem 
u, = u,, +.0x, 24, u,, a), 
ux(-co, t) = ux(cE, t) - 0 
19 
(l.!a) 
jl.lb) 
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changes with the real parameter a under the condition that f(x,v, z, a) and 
its partial derivatives with respect to y: z, and a decay sufficiently fast as /xi 
tends to oo. More precisely, we will assume throughout this paper that the 
following hypothesis (H,) is satisfied b~l f: 
(a) f: D X J+ R is continuous, where J is an open bounded interval of 
real numbers and D is an open subset of E3 which contains 
{(x.y: z): 1 y! < m 1x1 and (ZI < rnj for some positive number m; 
(b) the first order partial derivatives J;; :f,, and J;, exist and are 
continuous on D x E 
(c) j”?, 1x1 F(x) d,u < 00, where 
~(x)=max{(/fI+jf,l+(~l++fS,()(x,~~~z.~):IyI,<~(xi, 
IzI<m, and aEJ}; 
and 
(d) for each a, E J. 
and 
as a function of x, is bounded. 
The more general problem 
0, = c2vti + g(& v, vg, a): ~~(40, t) = a, v<(oo, t) = b, 
where a, b, and c are given real numbers with c > 0, which arises in 
combustion theory (see the example preceding Theorem 3): can be 
transformed into (l.la), (l.lb) under the change of variables 
U(X, t) = c(& t) - u(t), r = cx, where V: R --$ IF? is any twice continuously 
differentiable function with v(r) = a< for << -1 and v(r) = b< for C > 1. 
Under this change of variables the relationship between f and g is given by 
f(x,y, z, a) = C2U”(CX) + g(cx, ?’ + u(cx), + z + u’(a), u). 
Other examples of reaction-diffusion equations on an infinite space interval, 
which arise in combustion theory, can be found in [ 1: 93. Since, in all these 
examples, the space domain is infinite, the linearized equation is not a 
Fredholm operator and its spectrum may have a continuous as well as a 
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discrete part. In the past most investigators have ignored the continuous 
spectrum, assuming it to be in the left half plane, and then resorted to 
numerical and/or ad hoc analytic methods for finding the discrete spectrum. 
Here we give a systematic and rigorous treatment of a fairly general class of 
equations. which. takes into account both the continuous and discrete 
spectrum. 
Let (H,) be the hypothesis that (Ii,) holds, all the second order partial 
deriz;atiues off with respect to y: z, and a exist and are continuous on D X J* 
and j’“, 1 x ( G(x) dx ( 00, where 
G(x) = max{(x’ l&,1 t- (~1 I& + !XI lJ,.,l -t if:,\ +- I/,,,\ -I- ,Lrt,,,;) 
(~,4’,z,~):/??I~m!xl.!zl~n~,andaE~}. 
To state what kind of perturbations will be used for determining the 
stability of equilibrium solutions of (I.la) (I. lb) we introduce the following 
spaces. Let X be the complex vector space of twice continuously differen- 
tiable functions U: !3 --+ C: such that lim,,, u(x) and limx.,-,, u(x) both exist 
and are tinitc. and 
0 = ,.$-ll, u’(x) = ;$mJe U”(X). 
The norm 
/IuIIx= sup iu(x)l +- max iu’(x)l t max iu”(x)l 
XE R x 6 ,:: xe? 
makes X a complex Banach space. Let Y be the complex vector space of 
continuous functions U: I ; --) “2 such that lim,, ,x u(x) and lim, ,,~ u(x) both 
exist and are finite. The norm j! u,I, = suprc,. / u(x)1 makes Y a complex 
Banach space. Let J? and ? be the subspaces of X and Y. respectively. 
consisting of real valued functions. Let fi be the open subset of 2 x I; given 
by 
C = {(u, u): u E 2 and (x. u(x), u’(x), u) E D x J for all x E 11; 1. 
WC can now restate (,l.la): (l.lb) as 
$ = G(u. a), 
where G: fi + p is given by 
G(u, a)(x) = u”(x) +J’(x, u(xj, u’(x). u). 
The equilibrium solutions of (1.2j are given by solutions? in b? of 
G(u, a) = 0. 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
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Because of hypothesis (H,), if a E J and y(x) is a solution of 
y” +f(xt y, y’, a) = 0 with lim ,x,+m y’(x) = 0 then y E X, and thus the 
restriction that equilibrium solutions be in d is really no restriction at all. 
To describe our results and define what it means for an equilibrium 
solution of (1.2) to be stable, we state three propositions, which will be 
proved in Section 3. The notation introduced in Propositions 1 and 3 will be 
used throughout his paper. 
PROPOSITION 1. Suppose the hypothesis (H,) holds. For each 
(a, /?) E J x R the initial value problem 
Y” +f(x,u,v’, a) = 0, (1.4a) 
lim y’(x) = 0, 
x+-cc 
lim y(x) =p x-+-m (1.4b) 
has a unique solution, y(x, a, /I), defined in a neighborhood of -CO. The set R 
of all (a,P) E J x R such that y(x, a,/3) exists on --co < x < CO and 
Y’(m a, P> = lim,,, y’(x, a, P) exists and is in absolute value less than m, is 
open. The function y’( CO, u, ,8) is continuously differentiable on l2, y(x, a, /3) 
and y’(x. a,@ are continuously dlfirentiable on R x R, and, for each 
(a, p) E l2, ya(x, a, 8) and yo(x, a, p), as functions of x, satisfy 
w”+f,w+f:w’+f,=0: (ISa) 
lim w(x) = lim IV’(X) = 0, x *- T2 x-b--c 
(1Sb) 
and 
w” +j; w + fz w’ = 0, (1.6a) 
lim w’(x) = 0, x+- 3(1 
lim W(x) = I, x+-cc 
(1.6b) 
respectively, where the partial derivatives off are evaluated at (x, Y(X, a, ,@, 
Y’(x, a, P), a). For (a, P) E Q, 
and 
lim $yr(x,a.IO)=$Y’(m,u,B). 
Xdzx ox (1.7) 
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jf (a,, /I,) E B then there is a continuous function F,(x) and 6 > 0 such 
thut J’T, 1x1 F&c)dx < CO and IfI + [.&,I + If,\ + If,1 evaluated ut (x, y(x, 
ao -t Aa, P, + 40, Y’( x, a,, + da, PO + d/3), a0 + Aa) is Zess than F,(x)for all 
x and Idal + IA/II < 6. 
Furthermore, if hypothesis (H,) holds then y/(03, a,/?) is twice 
continuously differentiable on 0, the second order partial derivatives of 
y(x, a, /I) and y/(x, a, /3) with respect to a and /? exist and are continuous on 
R :< 0, an&for each (a, P> E Q, Y,,(x, a, PI, Ye&, a, P), and Y,&, a, P>, as 
functions of x, satisfy 
w" +fyw +f,w' +f).YY: +f,,Yhz +f,, 
+ Zf,,Y, y:, + 2fya y, + 2fz,,, Yj = 03 
lim w(x) = lim w’(x) == 0. x2.-m X-1-X 
w" +f,w +f, w' +fYyyoya tf,,y:, y,; 
+jJy,y1; +y:,y,rJ'fl.ny$ -t&y; = 0, 
and 
lim w(x) = lim w’(x) = O9 
x ,-- .x Y )- ‘X 
12"' +j; IV +f, w' -t-j;., 4’: -+jiL y,;’ + 2JVZ 4’J y; = 0, 
lim w(x) = lim w’(x) = OI x+--x, x+--m 
(I.8a) 
(1.8b) 
(I.%) 
(i.9b) 
(i.iOa) 
(1,lOb) 
respectively? where the partial derivatives off are evaluated at (x, y(x, a. B). 
J’I:X. a, /?), a) and the partial dericutives ofy ure ezuluated at (x, a: [Q. Also; 
(1.11) 
and similurly jbr yas and YSd. 
Let S be the set of all (a./3) E R such that JJ’(CC, u.8) = 0. Since 
~‘l:co, a,,G) is continuous on 0, S is a closed subset of a. If a E J, then 
(u, U) is a solution in fi of (1.3) if and only if, for some p E :: WC have 
((1, 5’) E S and u(x) = J@. a, /I). Thus we have a one to one correspondence 
between equilibrium solutions (u. U) in fl and points (a,P) in S. 
DLFINITION 1. If (H,) holds and (a? /3) E f2 then L(a: p) is the linear 
operator from X into Y given by 
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where the partial derivatives off are evaluated at (zc,~(x, a, ,0): ~‘(x, U, ,Q, a). 
The spectrum of L(cr, ,Q is {[ E 6: ,!,(a: ,8) - g is not an isomorphism of X 
onto Y), where I is the inclusion of X into Y. 
Note that if (a,/?) E S and (u, a) is its corresponding point in fi then 
L (a, P) = Gu(u, a>. 
For (u, ,8) E Q, a useful description of the spectrum of L (u, /3) is provided 
by the following two propositions. 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose hJyothesis (H,) holds and (IX/~) E R. Let 
L = L(u,/3). Then the spectrum of L, denoted bJ7 Z. is a subset of the real 
axis, cn (0, co) is a set bounded above by !/f,(.,~(~, u.,Q y’(., a,/$ a)l’,, 
with zero as its only possible cluster point, and the codimension of the range 
of L in Y is infinite, (and thus the supremum of Z belongs to Z and is 
nonnegative). If c E Zn (0, m) then L -Q has a one-dimensional null 
space. If A is a nonnegative eigemalue of L then A= max C if and onlv if 
L - ;LI has a one-dimensional null space spanned bjl a positice function 
q&f. 
By Proposition 2: zero is in the spectrum of L(u,,0) for all (a, b) E Q. In 
the case the maximum of the spectrum of L(u,,~) is zero the following 
proposition gives a necessary and sufficient condition for zero to be an eigen- 
value of L(u, p). 
PROPOSITION 3. Suppose the hypothesis (H ,) holds. For (a, 1) E Q, let 
A(u,/J) be the maximum of the spectrum of L(a,p). Then A(a,p) is 
nonnegative and continuous on R. Suppose A(q). 8,) = 0. lf 
~;(a, q,) ,8,,) # 0 then for all (w, ,8) in some neighborhood of (a,, , &) we have 
A(u, b) = 0 and zero is not an eigencalue ofL(or, ,5’). If y;( co: uO, ,8,) = 0 then 
L(a,, B,,) has a one-dimensional null space spanned by a positive function 
q0 E ,%? such that qO(-co) = 1 and &,-co) = 0. 
By Proposition 3 and the implicit function theorem, if (cz,,,~,) E S and 
JI~(~I? 01, /I,) # 0 then, in some neighborhood V of (a, ,b,), S is given by the 
graph of a continuously differentiable function /3 = B(U), and n(a, p) is either 
identically zero in V or never zero in V. Thus studying S in a neighborhood 
of a point (a,, j3,) with yI;(a~, U, 7 ,L?,) # 0 provides very little information 
about the topological structure of S; and if (u,,,&,) is a point of S at which 
sgn L(u, ,0) changes (i.e., every neighborhood of (a,, fi,,) contains points 
where ,I > 0 and points where A= 0) then %(a”, p,) = 0 and 
J~~(co. a(,,/?,,) = 0: (or equivalently, by Proposition 3, l(a,,, p,) = 0 and zero 
is an eigenvalue of L(a,,,p,,)). Accordingly, we will only study S and L in a 
neighborhood of those points (u,,, p,) E S for which I(a,, p,,) = 0 and zero is 
an eigenvalue of L(a,, PO). 
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DEFINITION 2. A point (cc, p) E S is 
(i) a critical point if ji(or. p) = 0 and zero is an eigenvalue of L(u, ,!I): 
(ii) a stable point if ,I(u,/?) = 0 and zero is not an eigenvalue of 
L(cL, /I); and 
(iii) an unstable point if I(cr, /I) > 0. 
Thus each point of S, (and hence each equilibrium solution of (1.2)). has 
exactly one of three stability properties of Definition 2. 
By Proposition 2: if (u, a) E 6 is an equilibrium solution of (1.2) 
corresponding to the point (a, /I) E S then L(GI, fi): X + Y is not a Frednolm 
operator. This difliculty is due to the fact that the domain of the space 
variable x is infinite and cannot be eliminated by making another choice for 
X and Y. Since GU(u, a) = L(cr, ,4) is not Fredholm., G does not satisfy the 
hypotheses of the general stability and bifurcation theorems which appear in 
Crandall and Rabinowitz 151 and Weinberger 112 I. However: we will show 
that the conclusions obtained in 15 1 and 1121 are valid for our functional G. 
In fact, taken together: the following proposition and theorem form: for our 
functional G, the analog of the results in 112. Sect. 2 1. Theorem 1 is 
sometimes called the principle of exchange of stability. 
P~owsrr IO\ 4. Suppose hypothesis (H ,) holds and (u,). p,,) is a criticai 
point ~fl S. Then there is a neighborhood V oJ (uI,.pCJ such thut jtir 
(a, /3) E V C? S we have y,i( co, a: /I) > (-. <) 0 fund on/~ f (a, 3) is Q stable 
(critical, unstable) point of S. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose hypothesis (H,) holds and (a(,, /?,) is a critical 
point of S. Then there is neighborhood V of’ (a,,: /YU) such that [r 
y(s) = (u(s).~(sjj. 0 <s < 1. is a dij@rentiab!e curve in V with 
a’(O) == u’( 1) = 0, ;,(O) and y( 1) in S: and y(s) not in S for 0 < s < 1 then 
(i) ,5”(O)/l’(l) > 0 implies y(O) and ;‘( 1) are not both sfabfe 
(unstable); 
(ii) p’(O),!I’(l) < 0 impZies it is not the case that y(O) is sfuble 
(unstable) and y( I ) is unstable (stable). 
If ((~~,/3,,) is a critical point of S. in Theorems 2 and 3 we will describe the 
possible shapes of S in a neighborhood of ((r(,? ,!I,,) and obtain a strengthened 
form of the principle of exchange of stability provided either 
~‘(u,il)-):‘(~,))aO,B,,)# (O:O) or, in the case hypothesis (HL) holds, the deter 
minant of the 2 x 2 Hessian II*y’(co, cxO,p,,) is not zero. These two theorems 
form the analog of the results in (5 ] for our functional C. 
Throughout this paper we will implicitly and repeatedly use the fact (see 
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14Chap. 3, Problems 29 and 351) that if I?, Ixg(x)Idx ( co, 
I”, IxW)l~ < co, and 12 0 then the general solution of 
w” + g(x) w + h(x) w’ = A2 w (1.12) 
is given by w=c,w, +c2w2, where c1 and c2 are constants and W, and IV* 
are solutions of (1.12) satisfying as x--t -co, w,(x) = e.a”(l + o(l)), 
w;(x) = AeA”( 1 + o(l)), if J. > 0, 
if 1=0; 
w2(x) = eeAX(l + o(l)), 
=x(1 + o(l)), 
w;(x) = -Ae-*I”( 1 + o(l)), 
= 1 + o(l), 
if A > 0, 
if 1=0; 
if 1 > 0, 
if 2 = 0. 
Of course we have a similar statement concerning the behavior of solutions 
of (1.12) in a neighborhood of +co. 
Also if y(x) and W(X) satisfy 
and 
4”’ + g,(x) y + h,(x).Y’ = k(x) 
w” + g,(x) w + h,(x) w’ = Z(x), 
respectively, and Hi(x) = exp(j” hi), then Picone’s formula (see 16 I) for y(x) 
and M;(X) is 
= (H, - H,)(f)* + H, (“” iyw ) * $ ; (kff, w - IH, y) 
and Green’s formula for J’(X) and W(X) is 
& [y’wH, -.w’H,] + (g,H, -g2H2)yw 
= (H, - H,)y’w’ + (kwH, - &Hz). 
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Before stating Theorems 2 and 3 we make one further observation. Let 
(a,, /I,,) be a critical point of S. Then, by Proposition 3, .Y~(oo, a,, p,) = 0 
and the solution: q”(x), of the problem 
(0” +fpg +fPqJ = 0. (1.13aj 
cJ(-co) = 1, y’(--cc) - 0 (1.13b) 
(where here and throughout his paper a superscript 0 on a partial derivative 
off will stand for the function of the single variable .x obtained by evaluating 
that partial derivative at (x, y(x, a(,, ,$,), Y’(x, a,, PO): oO)) is positive and in 
X. and hence lim,,, rp&) = ~70(co) exists and is finite and positive. (If 
qO(co) = 0 then q0 3 0.) Green’s formula for JJ’@(.x, q ,&) and o,,(x), 
(remember J,(x, CI,, , /I,,) satisfies (1 Sa, b) with (CL. pj = (a,: &)), is 
(Here we have used the fact, which follows from (1.7): that 
J,~(x, (L~,,&~) = e(x) as x --+ co.) Thus C,a.IIj~‘(co, CY~$~,) # (0,O) if and only 
if ~h(co, CI,,,/I”) # 0 if and only if 
(1.14) 
is not zero. Theorem 2 will deal with the case that (1.14) is not zero, and 
Theorem 3 (in the case hypothesis (H,) holds), with the case that (1.14) is 
zero and the determinant of D*~‘(cE, (r,,. &) is nonzero. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose hypothesis (H,) holds and (aO, /IO) is a critical 
point of S. Let q+,(x) be the solution of (1.13a) (1.13b) and suppose (1.14) is 
not zero. Then, in a neighborhood of (a,, , f3,,), S is given by the graph oJ’ a 
continuously dtjJferentiable function a = a@) defined in a neighborhood of 
,f? = & with (x(/I”) = a0 and a’&,) = 0. There is an open interval K containing 
/3,, such that for p E K we have (a@), /I) is a stable (critical, unstable) point 
if and only if 
Furthermore, q the second order partial derivatives off with respect to y., 
z, and a exist and are continuous on D X 1, j?, 1x1 H(x) dx < 00, where 
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then, in some neighborhood of p = /I,: we hatie 
(1.16) 
(1.17) 
and hence the inequality (1.15) is equivalent o 
CP-Po)E < (=, >)O. 
Remark 1. Note that if the hypotheses of the first paragraph of Theorem 
2 are satisfied (these hypotheses are just the hypotheses of Theorem 1 
together with the condition that (1.14) is not zero) then the last sentence of 
the first paragraph of Theorem 2 contains as a special case the conclusion of 
Theorem 1 and in addition says, for points (cx,/3) in S which are sufficiently 
close to (ao, PO), that (a, /3) is a critical point of S if and only if the tangent 
line to S at (cr,/3) is vertical. This addition to the conclusion of Theorem 1 
can be viewed as a strengthened form of the principle of exchange of 
stability. 
Remark 2. Note that if U, does not appear on the right side of (1. la) 
(i.e.,.f is only a function of x, 4’: and a) then the formula for E, in Theorem 
2, reduces to J.?,= f i, oi dx. 
Remark 3. Since p”(x) is positive for all x. lff, is positive (negative) on 
D x J, then (1.14) is positive (negative). Similarly, if U, does not appear on 
the right side of (l.la) and fY, is positive (negative) on D X J, then E is 
positive (negative). 
EXA'MPLE. The problem of finding the steady states and exactly where 
the stability of these steady states changes. for the boundary value problem 
g, = p,, + (xz - G2) e-"'?,L P), (1.18a) 
L:,(-aI, t) = -1, 2:x(a3, t) = I. (1.18b) 
where y is a fixed constant with ( y( < 1, and u is the real bifurcation 
parameter which ranges over J.,= {u: 0 < a, < (x < b, < co 1 arises in 
combustion theory [7, Eqs. (75)-(77): 2, p. 1171. In 17, Figs. 8 and 91 several 
of the steady states are graphed for y = 0 and y = f. In [7, Fig. 1 I, here 
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S = u -’ 1 the response curve S, is graphed for several values of y. By making 
the change of variables mentioned in the paragraph following hypothesis 
(H,), (1.18a), (1.18b) is transformed into (l.la). (l.lb) with 
Let m = (1 - \~!)/2. Then F(x) in part (c) of hypothesis (H,) and G(X) in 
hypothesis (H,) are both @(exp(-a;.((i - \;1(),/4) I.YI)) as ix, + co. Thus 
f(x, y, z, a) satisfies hypothesis (Hz). Since the graphs, in the XL: plane, of the 
steady states of (l.l8a), (1.18b) lie strictly above the graph of L: = jxj, we 
have the graphs, in the xu plane, of steady states of (l.la). (l.lb) lie strictly 
above the graph of u = Jxi - V(X), and thus f,(x, I/(X), y’(x), cz) > 0 for all x 
and for any steady state: u = y(x), of (1. la), (I. 1 b). Thus, as in Remark 3, 
(1.14) is positive at a critical point of S,. Thus, by Theorem 2: at all critical 
points of S, the tangent line to S, exists and is vertical; and, by (1.15), points 
on S;,. in a neighborhood of a critical point, are stable (unstable) if 
a’(P) > (<) 0. Th us, if the response curves S, are as shown in 17, Fig. I! ]. 
then each S.. has exactly one critical point, the lower branch of S,, is stable 
(recall 6 = ct “j and the upper branch is unstable. This example is taken 
almost verbatim from 131. The author wishes to thank J. Buckmaster and A. 
Nachman for allowing him to include it here. Some of the qualitative 
features in the graphs 17. Figs. 8, 9, and 111) which were obtained in 17 1 
numerically, and which are needed to make the #above stability remarks 
complete. will be verified analytically in 131. Also, in 13 1. the physica: 
significance of the above stability remarks will be discussed and compared 
with the numerically obtained stability results of Peters 110). 
THI;ORI<M 3. Szqpose hypothesis (Hz) holds and (q,,,b’,,) is a critical 
point of’ S. Let w,,(x) be the solution of (1.13a). (1.13b): let v(x) be the 
solution of (1.5a). (1Sbj with (q/l)= (a,:1(3,). and suppose (1.14) is zero. 
Then the three integrals 
X exp ( ix 
. r 
f y ) d-v, 
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If B* -AC < 0 then (a,, PO) is an isolated point of S. 
Suppose B* -AC > 0. Let l1 and I2 be the two distinct lines with I, not 
tiertical and I, not horizontal intersecting at (ao,Po). where the quadratic 
form 
A@ - ao)* + 2B(a - ao)@ -PO) + CCa -PO)’ 
vanishes. Then, for some neighborhood V of (a,,) PO) we have 
(i) S n V is gicen by the graphs, y, and y2, of two continuously 
d@erentiable functions, p =,8,(a), a in a neighborhood of a = a”, and 
a = a,(,!?), p in a neighborhood of ,i3 = PO, respectively, with yi tangent o li at 
(a,j,po) for i= 1: 2; 
(ii) for (a,/3) E (r, U ;1*) - ((a,,&)}, we hatie, in addition to the 
conclusion of Theorem 1, that (a, p) is a critical point of S ~$and only if the 
tangent line to S at (a,/?) is oertical; and 
(iii) iff,(,u,y~z,a)~OinD~JthenB+C~~(a,)#Oand(cl,/3)isa 
stable (critical, unstable) point of y1 $and only if 
(a - a,)@ + C&(a,)) < (=, >) 0. (1.19) 
Remark5. It will be shown in the proof of Theorem 3 that the deter- 
minant of the 2 x 2 Hessian, D*y’(co, ao,po), is not zero if and only if 
B”-ACfO. 
Remark 6. If, as assumed in part (iii) of Theorem 3, f?(x: ~7, z, a) = 0 in 
D X J, then 
Remark 7. If a and b are fixed real numbers with a* + b* = 1 then the 
results of this paper carry over to the problem 
ur = u,, +S(x, u, u,, a), o<x<ao, 
au(0, t) + bu,(O, t) = 0, u,(oo, t) = 0. 
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To see this simply replace (1.4b) in Proposition 1 with 
q(O) + bq” (0) = 0, by(O) - ay’(,O) = [j (1.4b’j 
and then make straightforward corresponding changes throughout he paper. 
The second equation of (1.4b’) is the boundary condition which 
complements the first equation of (1.4b’) in the formulas of Green and 
Picone. (See 14, Chap. 111). 
2. PRELIMISARY LEMMAS 
In this section we state and prove 5 lemmas which will be needed in 
Section 3 where we will establish the propositions and theorems of Section 1. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose g,, h,: F’ + i?, n = 0, 1, 2; . . . . and k: ;ii + (0, r~) are 
measurable functions, I”;, (Ix; + 1) k(x) < 03, g, and h,, converge pointwise 
on ‘P to g, and h,, respectively, as n -+ 0~): and for x E l? and n a 
nonnegative integer we have 1 g,(x)! <k(x) and ih,(x)[ <k(x). Let {;,,\;F ,i 
be a sequence of nonnegative real numbers which converges to j$, as n --) w,, 
and let w,(x) be lhe unique solution oj 
w” + g,(x) M: + h,,(x) w’ = Af, II’, 
w(x) = e-“J”‘( 1 i o( 1)) as x-+ 00 (x+ -02j. 
(2.h) 
(2. lb) 
Then, for each b E i ?. e-‘ff’x’( I+,, x , w,, x 1 ( ) *‘( )) converges uniformly on b ,< x < CD 
(--a, < x < b): to e.‘(j’X’ (w&), w;(x)) as n --) 00. 
If, in addition, for each positive integer n we have w\,(x) approaches zero 
as x + ---cc, (x -+ co), then 
(i) u:;(x) approaches zero as x -+ -CD (x --) 00 ); 
a+(w (x), w’(x)) 
e.‘~‘~‘~~~~(x~~v~(x)i~s n -1 a; 
converges uniformly on -a2 < x < LY) lo 
(iii) the functions wn(x) and w;(x) are unijormly bounded on 
---co <x< co;and 
(iv) if w,,(x) > 0 for --a~ < x < co and n a positive integer rhen 
we(x) > Ofor -a2 < x < 00. 
ProoJ For A > 0 and x > 0 let K(X. A) = e--.ixe-nc,‘)x, where 
A@)= y, I 
( ) n- 0 * 
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+(I +e-2-3x) 
i 
-X’&UX) 
K(X, i) = 
- + (1 _ e---y 
i 
7 
+ (1 + ,-2.y 
P-2) 
where I,U: [0, co) -+ [0, co) is the decreasing, concave up, analytic function 
given by 
‘Y(x) = 
1 -emX 
x ’ 
if x > 0, 
ZZ 1, if x= 0. 
Since w is concave up and decreasing we have for all x,, x2 E 10, co) that 
1~4x1) - ~(41 < vi/(O) - w(b, - x2 I) an d one easily checks, for x > 0, that 
w(0) - y(x) < 1 - e X. Thus, for X, , xz E [0, co), we have 
1 I&) - ly(x2)l < 1 - e Ix1 -x:‘. (2.3) 
Since, for x > 0, I&C) < 1, we have by (2.2), for I > 0 and x > 0: that 
II K(X, I”) (I < 2 + 1 + x, (2.4) 
where we define the norm of a matrix as the sum of the absolute values of its 
entries. By (2.2) and (2.3) we have, for x, A,, 1, E 10, co), that 
I’K(x,).,)--(x,~~)(I~(I-~-“” ““)(I +i.,+L,+x)+(A,-A,,. (2.5) 
We will only prove the half of the lemma without parentheses. The proof 
of the other half is similar. 
Rewriting (2.la) as 
Y’ = (A, - G,,(x)) L’, (2.6) 
where An = A (A,,) and 
Gn(x) = (&iY) h,ix), 1 
and applying variation of parameters to (2.6) we get 
-v,(x)= e -W(1, 447- + fLc e-/‘,,(3-x) 
G.(t) YAO &i (2.7) 
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where y,(x) = (w,(x), W;(X))‘. Let u,(x) = eafl y,,(x). Multiplying (2.7) by 
e+ we get 
and so 
where 
For x > b we have by (2.8) and (2.4) that 
!Iu,~(x) - u,(x)ii < ii,, - i.,l +p,, + ix (A k r -b) 2k({) ~Iu,(<)- u,(t)Ij d(. 
-’ x 
(2.9) 
where p,= max,,, I;R,,(x)li and n = max{d,, + 2: n = 0, 1: 2 . . . . ). Applying 
Gronwall’s inequality to (2.9) we obtain, for x > b, that 
,Iu,,(.+uo(x)j < I(&,-;.,)+p,,Iexp (2jT (A i-t-b)k(T)dT). (2.10) 
For x > h we have 
)5‘ 
+ ( IIK(~- X, &>ll IIG,,(t) -- G,,(t)II ilq,(t)il dt GilI ” I
and by (2.5) and (2.4) we have for 5 > x > b that 
;jK(<-XX, A,) - K(c:-X, &)I1 < ( 1 - f? 2’.‘n .~ni([ b)I 12~1 + (~-b)~-t~ILII-aoI 
(2.12) 
and 
iK(r--X.~())((~An-(5--b). (2.13) 
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Using the estimate (2.12) in the first integral on the right side of (2.1 I), 
using the estimate (2.13) in the second integral on the right side of (2.1 I), 
and then replacing the lower limit of integration of both integrals with b, we 
have by the dominated convergence theorem that pn + 0 as n --) co. Thus, by 
(2. IO): u, + uu uniformly on b ( x < 00 as IZ + co. 
Suppose w;(x)+ 0 as x--t -co for n = 1, 2,.... Let z,,(x) be the solution of 
(2. la) satisfying 
z,(x) = e-y1 + o( 1)) 
as x--t --co. Then. for IZ = 1: 2:..., we have ~7, is a nonzero constant multiple 
of z, and hence W,,(O) = 0, for n = 1,2,..., where W, is the Wronskian of z, 
and w,. By the first paragraph of this lemma we have 
0 = )T”, W,(O) = W”(O) 
and hence b!” is a nonzero constant multiple of zO. Thus lim, . .r, w;(x) = 0. 
Let {c,):=,, c F? - {O} be such that IV, =c,,z, choose x0 such that 
zo(xo) # 0. Then 
W”(X”) cg =-= lim W&“) 
Z”(%) 
-= lim c, 
n s:E z,(x,,) n-x 
and hence, since eA,l’X’ (zJx), z;(x)) converges uniformly on -co < x ,< 0 to 
e.‘“‘“’ (zo(x), z;(x)), we have e4n1X1(u!,(x), w; (x)) converges uniformly on 
-ao <x< 0 to e’~‘“‘(w,(x), ~$(x)) and, by the first paragraph of this 
lemma, also on -co < x < co. Hence, since eXo’x’ (wO(x), w;,(x) is bounded, 
we have e4~~1X1(w,(x), w;(x)) and thus (w,(x), w;(x)) are uniformly bounded 
on-co<x<co. 
To prove (iv) note that if wt,(xo) = 0 for some x,, E iT? then wl;(xJ f 0 (for 
otherwise w,, E 0), and so M?&,) < 0 for some x, . Thus, for all sufficiently 
large n, w,(x,) < 0, and the proof of Lemma 1 is complete. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose g,, , h,, k,, : ir-: a F’;, 12 = 0, 1, 2 ,..., und p: 11; -+ (0, uo) 
are continuous functions, j’?, 1x1 p(x) dx < co. g,, , h,,? and k,, conz’erge 
pointwise on F to go) h, : and k, , respectively, as n + co, and, for x E IF and 
n a nonnegative integer, we have 1 g,(x)I, 1 h,(x)l, and (k,,(x)1 are each 
smaller that p(x). Let a E R. Then for each nonnegative integer n the 
problem 
w” + g,,(x) w + h,,(x) w’ = k,,(x), 
w/(-al) = 0, w(--0~)) = a, 
(w’(m) = 0, w( a3) = a): 
(2.14a) 
(2.14b) 
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has a unique solurion w,(x). For each b E ,-;, (w,(x), w;(x)) converges 
unifornzf~ on -w < x < b, (b <x < CD), to (w,(x), w;(x)) as n -+ cn. For 
some continuous functions ,u, v: R --+ 10, ao) with 
,u(x) = @(1x1) as x-+ co: (x-,-w>, 
(2.15,) 
=W(l) us X’--co, (X’ co). 
and 
v(x) = fi(1) US x+ co, (x --$ -wj, 
=f? -!L 
( ) 
(2.15b) 
I4 
as x+--w, (x + co): 
we huce for all nonnegatioe integers n and all x that / w,(x)i < ,u(x) and 
wb(x)l < v(x). For each nonnegative integer n. M$(x)) = lim, .7, w;,(x). 
;(wL(---cc) = lim x 1 ..r w:(x)), exists und isjinite and Iim,-., w:,(co) = M$(oo), 
(lim,-., I+$(-cc) = w;(--30)). Also, if w;(oc): (w;(-a)): = 0 for al! 
nonnegative integers n then w,,(x) converges un[formly on -a~ < x < 03 to 
W,)(X) us n 3 cc. 
Proof: We will only prove the half of the lemma without parentheses. 
Under the change of variables J(X) = w(x)? IV’(.Y))~ the problem (2.14a), 
(2.14b) becomes 
J’ = Al: + G,,(x)L’ + K,,(x), (2.1 oaj 
y(-- co) = (a, 0)‘) (2.16bj 
where 
G,(x) = (m-go(y) O -h,(x) i ’ and K,,(x) = / 
0 ‘\ 
n I ’ k,(x) i’ ’ 
First, we show for each nonnegative integer n that the problem (2.16aj 
(2.16b) has a solution defined for all x. Let n be a fixed nonnegative integer 
and let G(x) = G,(x) and K(x) = K,(x). Choose x0 < 0 such that 
,,LXO,z (2 + j 51) 11 K(c) !I dc < 1 and .f”n, (2 + ) (1) ii G(l) 1, d< < f: where we 
define the norm of a matrix as the sum of the absolutely values of its entries. 
We define a sequence of functions {J’,,, : (-30~ x0\ + K ’ \ lj=. 0 as follows. 1.e: 
J’,)(X) = (a, 0)’ and, for m = 0, 1. 2 ,..., let 
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Suppose, inductively, that ~1~ : (-co, x0 ) -+ Vz is continuously differentiable 
and )( r&)/l < 2(1 + ial) for -co < x<x,. Then, since I/e”“\; = 2 + IX’. we 
have for -co < x < .x0 that 
and clearly yrn b, is continuously differentiable on 
s”-o,: (2 + 1 <I) /I G(5) (I dt < 4 we have: using (2.17) that 
(-co, x,,]. Since 
sup II 4’m+ 1(x) -Y,,@)li < f “P II y,(x)--4’,-r(x)ll --:IL<X<I(, -a <XSX” 
for m = 2, 3,.... Thus, as m + co, y,J’x) converges uniformly on -co < x < xc, 
to a continuous function u(x) with /I y(x)11 < 2(1 + [ai). Thus taking the limit 
as m + co of both sides of (2.17) we see that 
y(x) = (a, 0)’ + i“: e,‘(.’ -I) (K(l) + G(t) y(c)] d< 
” -a 
and hence, on -co < x < x0) J(X) is continuously differentiable and satisfies 
(2.16a). (2.16b). Since (2.16a), (2.16b) is linear J’(X) can be extended to a 
solution of (2.16a), (2.16b) on -co < x < co. 
The proof of uniqueness of J(X) is straightforward and will be omitted. 
For each nonnegative integer n let ?;,,(x) be the solution of (2.16a) (2.16b). 
Then 
Jl,(x) = cu, 0)‘. + ix ecx +I IU~L.,,(~) + KA31 & (2.18) d - :I! 
and hence, for -co < x < 1 we have 
Thus, by Gronwall’s inequality, we have for --co < x < I that 
(3 - t)p(t) dt] exp ( 2 f’ 
--a: 
(3 - C)P(~) d5) (2.19) 
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and, if M is the right side of (2.19), we have for x > 1 that 
iI J,(X>Il ,< j, ~,(l)ll + b,,(x) -vm __- -- 
x x X 
dc’ -t- 1 
-x 2 +x-s 
J , 
--x-p(<) dt 
Thus: by Gronwall’s inequality, for x > 1 we have 
So, by (2.19) and (2.20) there is a continuous function. ,u: ,Yi --) [O. co). 
satisfying (2.15a) such hat 11 y,,(x)Ij < P(X) for all x and nonnegative 
integers n. 
Also. for n a nonnegative integer, we have for x < - 1 that 
So, by (2.21) and (2.22): there is a continuous function: V: !F’ + [O. co ): 
satisfying (2.15b) such that I W:,(X) I < V(X) for all x and nonnegative integers 
n. 
Let b E II ) be fixed. For -co < x < b we have by (2.18) that 
II ~(-4 -M-4 <jip (2 + b - 5)ll K&3 -- W)l. & 
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and thus, by Gronwall’s inequality, we have, for -co < x < b, that 
II v,(x) - h(x) Ii < an exp jb (2 f b - 0 243 &, * -00 
where a,, is the sum of the first two integrals on the right side of (2.23). 
Since, by the dominated convergence theorem, an--t 0 as n + co, we have 
v,,(x) converges uniformly on -co < x < b to U&Y) as IZ -+ co. 
Since 
we have wA(co) = lim,-,, w;(x) exists and is finite and 
Using (2.24) and the dominated convergence theorem we have 
lime+, w;( co) = M;g co). 
Suppose wA(ao) = 0 for all nonnegative integers n. By the first part of this 
proof, for each nonnegative integer n, the problem 
u” + g,(x) 24 + h,,(x) u’ = k,(x), 
u’(m) = u(m) = 0, 
has a unique solution U,(X) and u,(x) converges uniformly on 0 <x < GO to 
u,(x) as n+ co. Let o”(u) and Q,(x) be the solutions of 
Y7” + g,(x) y + h,(x) 0’ = 0 
which satisfy, as x+ co, 
Y,,@) = 1 + o(l), y;(x) = o( 1): 
@,(x> = $1 + o(l)), @A(x) = 1 + o(1). 
By Lemma 1: q,(x) converges uniformly on 0 <x < co to y(,(x) as n + co. 
Now 
for some constants c, and d,. Since IZ?~(CO) = 0 we have d, = 0 for all 
nonnegative integers IZ. Choose x,, > 0 such that q,,(x,) # 0. Then, for all 
sufficiently large IZ, (D,(x,J # 0, 
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and thus cg = lim, .,?) c,. Hence, since W,(X) = U,(X) + c,~),,(x), we have 
w,(x) converges uniformly on 0 <x < co (and thus, by the first part of this 
lemma, on --co < x < co) to w”(x) as n -+ co. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose g, h: rr) + 12 are continuous, I?, \xg(x)(dx < so, 
.lTx, . (xh(x)!dx < co: and lim,,,,, g(x) = 0. If ,u > 0, 9, is the ,solution of 
9” + g(x) a, + h(x) 9’ = $9, (2.25aj 
9(x)=e-“‘xl(l +0(l)) as ?cj--co (x-+ co), (2.2%) 
and 9JxJ = 0 for some real number x0 then the boundary value problem 
9” + g(x) 9 + h(x) 9’ = d*w (2.26a) 
$I’(-co) = ql’(m) = 0 (2.26b) 
has a positice solution in 2 for some A > ,(I. Conversely, if (2.26a): (2.2613) 
has a positive solution for some A > 0 then for all ,u E (0, iL) the solution of 
(2.25a), (2.25b) crosses over the x axis. 
Prooj: For ,I > 0 let 9(x, A) be the solution of 
9” + g(x) 9 $ h(x) 9’ = ??9, (2,27a) 
9(~)=e.~‘~(l +0(l)) as x-+-co. (2.27b) 
L,et ,U 2 0 and 9&x) = 9(x, p). Suppose 9”(x,,) = 0 for some x0 E P. Let A3 
be the supremum of the set A of all 1 > ,U such that 9(x, ,I) has a zero. Since 
cpO(xo) = 0 we have 9:)(x0) # 0, for otherwise 9” = 0. So 9?,(b) < 0 for some 
b E ‘P. By Lemma 1, lim,-,, 9(b,p + (I/n)) = 9(,(b), and hence A is not 
empty and ;lo > ,U > 0. Since: for A > 0, 9’(x, jW) = i.e.‘“(l + o(l)) as x -+ -co, 
we have 9’(x, A) is positive in a neighborhood of --co. For i > 0. let 
x.~ = sup(x: 9’(& n) > 0 for --ol) < < < x}. If x’.,, < 03 then 9(x,,, A.) > 0: 
CI’(X.~. Aj = 0. 8”(xA, A) < 0, and. putting x = xi in (2.27a), we get 
(J”* -g(xJ) 9(x,, A) < 0. (2.28) 
Thus, for Ai > max mcxcccr g(x), we have x.% = cc and hence >. @ A. So A is 
bounded above and thus A, < co. 
Suppose 9(c, A,) = 0 for some c E rj. Then 9’(c, II”) Z 0 and hence 
u(d, A,) < 0 for some d E ?. Thus, by Lemma 3, 9(d, A, + (I/n) < 0 for ai! 
suffkiently large n, and hence 9(x, A,, f (l/n)) has a zero for large n. a 
contradiction. So 9(x, E.,) > 0 for all x. 
Choose r > 0 such that 1 g(,u)I < Ai/4 for (XI 2 r. Choose a sequence 
(A,}:=,“=, cA fl (4,/2. i,,l such that lim, ,:r: A,, = i.,. Since, for .Y,~ < cc, (2.28) 
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holds, we have x,~,, > --Y and thus q/(x. A,) and q(x, ,1,8) are positive for 
x < -r and all n. 
Since q$x, I,,) is positive for all x we have either (i) q(x. Q is in x’, or (ii) 
lim X,oo 9(x, A,) = lim,_,, a,‘(~, A,,) = 00. Suppose (ii) holds. Choose s > r 
such that q$s, &) and q’(s, A,,) are both positive. Since, by Lemma 3: 
(0(x, A,), q’(x, ;t,)) converges uniformly on --r < x < s to ((p(x, A,,), 
q/(x, ,I,,))? we have, for all suffkiently large n, that y’(s, h,) > 0 and 
9,(x, &) > 0 for --r < x < s and hence also for --cc < x < s. Since i,, EA. we 
have, for all sufficiently large n, that v/(x,, I.,) = 0, q~(x,: A,) > 0, and 
~“(x,,, A,) < 0 for some x, > s. Putting x = x,~ and 1. = i,, in (2.27a) we get 
(Ai - g(x,)) 9(x,,, A,,) < 0 a contradiction. Thus (i) holds and the proof of 
the first part of Lemma 3 is complete. 
Conversely, suppose q(x, i) is positive and in 2 for some 1. > 0 and 
p E 1.0. i). If q~(x,,u) >0 for all x then using Picone’s formula for q~(x, 1) and 
q(x,n) and the fact that l(~‘(x,I); + 10,(x,1)) =fl(e~-“X’) as Ix+ 03 and 
cp(x.,u) e”‘“’ and q’(x,,u) eiulx’ are bounded away from zero we get 
a contradiction, which completes the proof of Lemma 3. 
LEMMA 4. If g, h: 17 4 !u are continuous and .i‘“;,; (I g(x) 1 + I h(x) I) dx 
< 0~) then for some I > 0 the solution: y(x. 1): of 
y” + g(x) y + h(x) y’ = %‘y, 
y(x) = e.‘“(l + o( 1)) as x+--co, 
y’(x) = Aeyl + o(1)) as x-+--03, 
(2.29) 
is positiue for all x E R. 
Proof: For each 1 > 0, let a@) = sup{x: u’(<, 2”) > 0 for -co < 5 < x). 
Then, for each 1 > 0, -co < ~(3.) < co. Applying Green’s formula to y(x, 2) 
and y(x, ,u), where 1 > ,D > 0, we get 
and hence for all x < min(a(%), a(a)} we have J!‘(x, n) > 0. Thus a(A) > a(a), 
that is a(A) is an increasing function. 
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Suppose p, E,, and p are fixed positive numbers such that a&) < sz 
a(A) < co, 1, > Pu, and A > max{lg(x)j”‘:aCu)~x~aCu) tpJ. Then 
~:(a(n), 1) > 0, ~‘(a@), A) = 0, ~“(a@), A) < 0 and putting x = n(;,) in (2.29) 
we get g(a(;.)) > A’ and thus, since a@) > a@), we have a@) > a(u) + p. 
Hence lim,l +OC: a(n) = co. 
Similarly, if, for ,l > 0: Z(X. i) is the solution of 
Z”+g(X)Z+h(x)z’=~*z, 
z(x) = e-“I( 1 + o( 1)) as a:’ co, 
z’(x) = -A? .I,(1 +0(l)) as :i+ x, 
and b(d) = inf(?c: ~‘(5, lb) < 0 for .X < 5 < co } then lirri, ,3c: b(;.) = -co. 
Choose A > 0 such that a@) > 0 and &I) < 0. We claim ~(x.ll) > 0 for 
all x. If not then for some x0 > 0 we have JJ(X,, A) = 0 and J!(x. A) > 0 foi 
--a~ < x < x0. Applying Green’s formula to ~(x, /1) and z(x, /i) we get 
J-’ (x,) .A ) z(x,~ . A) exp 
(. .-:c 1 
I”’ h - [~‘(0:A)z(O./l)---::(0,/1)2’(0:n)] 
X exp ( (_‘I 
I- .I 
h ) = 0. (2.30) 
Since a(A) > 0 and b&4) < 0 the left side of (2.30) is negative. This 
contradiction shows J(X, A) > 0 for all x and completes the proof of 
Lemma 4. 
In the following lemma, if we were to replace the conclusion that Y,(Y) and 
:7?(r) are continuously differentiable for i rl < ro7 with the conclusion that 
y,(r) and y,(r) are differentiable for ) ~1 < ro. then the lemma would follow 
from Magnus [8, Theorem I and Corollary 21. However, to prove ;$(r) and 
;$(r) arc continuous at Y = 0 requires a separate argument which we omit 
here since it will appear in a more general setting in 11 11. 
LEMMA 5. Let g(x, y) be a real wlued function which is twice 
continuously dlyferentiuble in an I< * neighborhood of (0: 0). Suppose g(0. 0), 
g,(O, 0), and gy(O, 0) are all zero. and B* - AC z 0, where A = g,,(O, 0), 
B = g,y,(O. 0), and C = g,,,(O, 0). If Bz - AC < 0 then ,for some r,) i 0 we 
huve g(x, y) # 0 for 0 < x2 + y’ < ri. If B* - AC > 0 and lj and I, are the 
two lines intersecting at (0,O) on which the quadratic fbrm 
Ax* + 2Bxy + Cy* vanishes, then, for some r. > 0, T= {(x,y): x2 $- yi < .ri 
and g(x, y) = 0) is given bJ7 the graph of two curces ;ll(r) = (x,(r), y,(r)) and 
y*(r) = (x2(r),yz(r)) defined and continuously dijjferentiablefor / r( < r. with 
xi(r)’ + yi(r)’ = r’ and the graph of yi tangent to Ii at (0: 0) for i = 1, 2. A,!.sc 
Vg(x, 1;) f (0,O) for (x, Y) E T - { (0, 0) i. 
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3. PROOFS 
In this section we establish the propositions and theorem in Section 1. 
Proof of Proposition 1. Let A = (,” i) and fix, y, z, a) = (O,f(x, y, z, a)) r. 
Then under the change of variables u(x) = (J(X), J’(X))’ the problem (1.4a): 
(1.4b) is equivalent o the problem 
U(x) = @. 0)' - lx eacx-“fit, u(t). a) dt. 
J --oc 
(3.1) 
Let B be a positive real number. Choose x0 < 0 such that 
R={(x,y:z):x~x”,Iy)~B+m, IzI(rn}c{(x,~‘,z):x&~~, IyI<mlxI. 
jz( < m}, and lX-Ooc (2+ I tl) F(t) dt is smaller than both m and $. Let 
(a, ,8) E J X (-B, B). Define {u, : (-co, ~“1 --t R 2 1 zz(, inductively as follows: 
uO(x) - (0, O)* and 
u,+,(x) = (8, 0)’ - 1” cAcx ‘)f(t, u,,(t), a) dl. 
Clearly u0 is defined for x < x,, and its graph is contained in R. Assume, 
inductively, that u, is defined for x <xx,, and its graph is contained in R. 
Then, for x < x0, 
(where we define the norm of a matrix as the sum of the absolute values of 
its entries), and thus a,, , is defined for x < x,, and its graph is contained in 
R. Hence, by induction. for all nonnegative integers n, u, is defined for 
x < x,, and its graph is contained in R. For x 6 x,, we have. by the mean 
value theorem, that 
ll~,+~(-~) - u,(x)!l < ix (2 + IfI) IS@ dt), a> -f(t, u, ,(Q a>, dl - - ,x 
< i’” (2+itl)F(t)j)~,(t)-~,~-,(t)lldt 
d- iTJ 
G i F;X II dt) - u,-, Wil. - 0 
So u,(x) converges uniformly on -co < x < x0 to a function U(X) whose 
graph is in R: and taking the limit as n -+ UJ of both sides of (3.2) we have, 
by the dominated convergence theorem. that u(x) satisfies (3.1). Thus u is 
continuously differentiable on --co ( x < x0. If u^ were another solution of 
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(3.1) then for some x, < xg we would have that the graph of u” is in R for 
x<x, and 
11 Z?(X) - u(x)\~ < ix’ (2 + I1 i) F(t) 11 C(f) - u(t) I/ dt 
” - 7x; 
< Q yx (I z?(t) -.- u(r)\\ 
1 
for x<x,. Thus G(x) G u(x) for x < Xl, which shows. for 
((1, /I) E J x (-B. B), the problem (1.4a), (1.4b) has a unique solution 
u(x, a: 8) = (Jqx; 6 P), 4”( x, a,/?))“. Also U(X, a,/?) is defined at least on 
-- co < x < 3” and: for x < x,, , its graph is contained in R. 
Let (I*, a) and (u, ,!3) belong to J X (-B, B). Ler zi(x) = u(x, E,fi) and 
u(x) = u(x, a, /II). Then, for x < x,,, we have, by the mean value theorem: that 
I’iqx) - u(x)\! < p-p/ 
+(-I (2+It()~(t)1Ju(t)--u(t)1/dr+Ii~-ai. 
* x, 
where I = J.r(,,: (2 + ’ I 1) F(t) dt. So, by Gronwall’s inequality, for x < x0. we 
have 
and hence u(x, cc, p) is continuous on (-co, x0 I x J X (-B, B). 
By Lemma 2. for each (a,/?) E J X (--II, B) the problem (1Sa). (1.5b) has 
a unique solution ~(x, CI: /?), and ~(x, Q, ,!I) and W/(X. LI, /II) are both 
continuous on (-00, x01 x J x (-B, B). Let L:(x, CL. ,!I) = (w(x, a, 4): 
w’(x. LL, /I))“. Then 
..x 
zfx, u. /I) = - ( eAlx [) [fu(t. u(t, a7 p>, a) v(t. cf, p> 
.’ - :c 
+f& u(t, ~1, P>, a> I dt. 
Let (a”, /I,) E J X (-II, B). Let z+(x) = u(x, uOY PO). c,,(x) = c(x. Ly(,, p,,). 
and, for d f 0 and a,) + d EJ, let u&d) = u(x, a,) A A,p,) and 
w(x, A) = (lld)[u(x. d) - uO(x)]. Then, for x <xc, 
I) I& u(t. A), u,, + a> --f(t: u”(r), (x0>! dt 
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A,@, A) = \‘s,(l, Tu(t, 4 + (1 - 8 ~O(O~ a0 + u;d) e-5 (3.4) 
-0 
/i*(t, A) = j’s,(l: Tu(t, A) + (1 - 0 uo(O, a0 + t-4 dt-¶ (3.5) 
-0 
and 
(3.6) 
and hence, by Gronwall’s inequality, we have, for x < x0, that 
I~w(x,~)-o”(x)!J~A,(d)exp jeX” (2+1tl)ll~,<t:A)lldr 
- cc 
<A,(A) exp ix” (1 + 14) WI) dt, (3.7) 
. --%, 
where A &I) is the sum of the last two integrals on the right side of Eq. (3.6). 
Since lit+,, u(t, A) = u,,(r), we have a,(& A) +j;(t: u,,(t), uo) and 
d,(f, A) -tf,(f, u,,(Q a,) as A + 0 and so, by the dominated convergence 
theorem (note that I/Ai(r,A)jj < 2F(t) for i= 1.2), we have A,(d)+ 0 as 
A + 0. Thus, by (3.7), UJX, a,P) exists on (-co, x0] X J X (4 B) and 
equals t’(x, cz, /I). Since t’(x, a, p) is continuous on (-co, x0] X J X (-B, B), 
so is u,(x, GI. ,8). Since the second component of v(x, CI: ,0) is the derivative 
with respect to x of its first component we have the second component of 
C(X, cr:/?) is (d/d-r)Jr,(x, u,/3). Thus, since the second component of 
u,(x, CI: ,!I) is (a/&f) ~‘(x, CL ,8), we have (d/d-v) y, (x: a, 0) = (6/&t) 
Y’(X, cf. PI. 
Similarly, for each (u,/3) E J x (-B, B) the problem (1.6a): (1.6b) has a 
unique solution $(x, Q, ,5’), and on the set (-co, xg I X J X (-B, B) we have 
8(x, GT, p) = (6(x, u, b). $‘(x, a, /I)) is continuous, uo(x, U. /?) exists. 
0(x, a, p) = u~(x, a, /I), and (d/dx) yD(x, CL, p) = (8/!l;-‘p)y’(x, CL ,8). 
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From what we have now done, it follows from the standard theorem on 
smooth dependence on parameters over compact intervals (see 141) that if 
x, E R, (a”, &) E J x IP and U(X, a”, p,) exists for x .< x, then for all (a. /?) 
in some neighborhood I/’ of (a,, &) we have U(X, a, p) exists for x < x, and 
is continuously differentiable on (---co, x,1 X V. Also (s/as) y’(x, a, ,8) = 
(4dx) Y&G a, PI, (i/a/3) y’(x, a, j3) = (d/dx) yo(x, a. /?) and. for each 
(a, P) E K Y,(x, a, P> and Y&G a, j3) satisfy, as functions of x, (ISa), (1Sb) 
and (1.6a). (1.6b): respectively, for --03 <x < x,. 
Let R’ be the set of all (a,@) E J X !Q such that U(X, a, j?) exists for 
--co <x < co and lim,,, /y/(x, a,fi)I < m. Let (a,j,,!i’o) E Ll’, J,)(X) = 
y(x, aO, /?J, U”(X) = (y”(x), JJ;(x))~, and A = (da, A& be such that 
(a,,&+AEJxE. Ch oose x0 > 1 and m, E (0, m) such that \ Y;(X)/ < m,! 
and / y,,(x)1 < m,,x for x > x0. Choose 6 > 0 such that for I/ AI/ < 6 we have 
I Y(x,,,~ < moxo and I u’(xo~A)l < mo, where y(x, A) = y(x, u. + Au. 
/I, t A@. For )jA)I < S, let x(A) = sup(x > x,): ’ y’(& ,l)i < m for x0 < t < xi. 
Then, for each A with IjAIl < 6: we have mx - J(X, d)/ is positive and 
increasing on x0 <x < x(d) and thus is bounded away from zero on 
x,, <x < x(A), and if x(A) is finite then y’(x(A), A) = m. For x0 < x < x(A) 
we have 
+!-y+!:-‘, IJ’(t, u(t: A), a0 -i Au) -J(t: u,(t), ao)i a’r. 
By the mean value theorem, the integrand of the last integral is less than or 
equal to 3tF(f)(l/t) Ij~(t, A) - uo(t)(( + 3F(f) Aa. Hence, by Gronwall’s 
inequality, for x,, < x < x(A), we have 
-k /I u(x, A) - uo(x)II < C(A) exp ( fX 3tlr‘(t) dl) 
- xl: 
< C(A) exp (J:’ 31F(t) dt) , 
0 
C(A) = -$ I/ u(xo. A) - u,,(d\i + Aa ;-Ic 1 3F(L) dt. ” .y J 
(3.8) 
Thus, for x0 <X < x(d), we have, using (3.8). that 
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+ Aa rxcd) F(t) dt 
* 5” 
< 1 J”(Xo. A) -&(X,,)I + c(d) exp rrn 31F(t) dt I;x‘ S(t) dt 
” xa -‘xc, 
+ Aa ja; F(t) dt, 
” x0 
(3.9) 
and hence. since C(A) -+ 0 as l/d I( --f 0, we have, by taking 6 smaller if 
necessary, that 
max 
x,(r<:x(d) 
1 J~‘(x, A) -y;(x)1 < m - m,, (3.10) 
for l(AI( < 6. So, for l(AI( ( 6, we have x(A) = 00, and, J2’ is an open set. Also 
by (3.8) and (3.9), (l/x) u(x, A) and JJ’(X, A) tend uniformly on x,, <X < co 
to (l/x) uO(x) and J$(x), respectively. Since j~&f(~, U,(X), czJ dt < cc we 
have y;(co) = lim, *‘x) J$,(x) exists and I &(co) 1 < m and so 0’ = 0. Since 
J’(x, A) -+ y;,(x) uniformly on x0 < x < co we have J’( co, a. 0) is continuous 
on l2. 
From what we have now done and parts (b) and (c) of hypothesis (H,) it 
is clear that the second paragraph of Proposition 1 holds. Hence: by Lemma 
2 and the fact that JT~(X? a,/3) satisfies (1Sa): (1Sb) we have 
lim x+m Wdx) y, C-x, a, PI exists and is continuous on Q. Thus in order to 
show (Z/&z) .v’(co, a,P) exists and is continuous on B we need only show, 
for (a, p) E J2 that the first equation of (1.7) holds. 
Let (a,, , &) E Q. Choose x0 > 1 and 6 > 0 such that Y/(X, a0 f A, &) < m 
and J~(x, a0 + d, p,) < mx for JAI < 6 and x > x0. For JAI G 6 let 
4x, A) = 10, A) - ~o(x>l/A, w h ere u(x, d) = U(X, a,, + A: /I,,) and Z&V) = 
u(x, 0). Then, as in (3.3). we have 
o(x,A)=w(xo,A)- jx eacx--r) l/i,@, A) w(& A) +a,(~, A)] dt, (3.11) 
. -9 
where A,(t, A) and a,(t,A) are given by (3.4) and (3.5). Hence, for x>xO 
and (d ( < 6 we have upon dividing (3.1 I) by x that 
*DC 
II~x.~II/-~ < II4~o,A)ll + j, WI) dt +,f; 6t~(r)[lIo(t,A)llltl dt
0 II 
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and so, by Gronwall’s inequality, 
Since (?/&) u(xoY a,, , /?,,) exists we have Ij OJ(X,,) A) /( is bounded on ,A 1 < rS 
and hence: by (3.12), there is a constant M > 0 such that liw(x, A)‘! < ,I~x 
for id)<6 and x>x,). For (A! ~6 we have 
-- ia’ [A,@. A) w(t, A) t A& A)] dt, 
J %I 
where 
(3.13: 
A ,(t, A) = j’f,(r, <u(t, A) t (1 - 0 U,,(L): a0 -c &I) 6s’ 
“” 
and 
Since, for x>?co and (Al < 6, I!A,(t,A)!lf2F(f) and i,A,(t,Ajl/<F(t): we 
have by letting A --) 0 in (3.13) and using the dominated convergence 
theorem that (a/&) JJ’( 00: a,). /I,,) exists and equals 
= lim 
d 
x -,t*: -p&c U”, Bo), 
where in the last equation we have used (Z/&z) y’(xO, LL,). fi,,) = 
(d/dx) yrr(xo, a,, /I’,,). By a similar argument (a/$) ~‘(co, ~1, p) exists and is 
continuous. 
The proof of the last paragraph of Proposition 1 involves no techniques 
other than those used up to this point and so will be omitted. 
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Proof of Proposition 2. Let h(x) =f4(x, JJ(X, a, p): v’(x, a, /I), a) and 
k(x) =.&(x, JJ(X, a, P), JJ’(X. a, P), a). Then, by hypothesis (H,), h(x) and k(y) 
are continuous, j?“, Ixh(x)ldx < co, j’?, ;xk(x)]dx < co, lim,,, -oc h(x) = 0, 
and k(x) is bounded. Also L: X -+ Y is given by 
Ly = y” + h(x) y + k(x) qf. 
Let J E G - (-co, 01. First we show that if (15 - 11): X + Y is one to one 
then it is also onto Y. Let o and --D be the two square roots of i, with 
a = Re IT > 0. By 14, p. 104: Problem 291 there are unique solutions o,(x) 
and q?(x) of o” + h(x)y + k(x) cp’ = 3.~ such that 
u+(x) = P(1 + o(l)), (pi(x) = a?““( 1 + a( 1)) as x+--co, (3.14) 
y2(x) = KUX(l + o(l)), y;(x)=-m-+(1 +0(l)) as x-j co. (3.15) 
Let W(x)= o,(x)p;(x)-o;(x)~~(x) be the Wronskian of oI and qo,. Then 
W(x) = IV, exp(-{-y, k(r) d{) for some constant FV, and IV,-, # 0 for 
otherwise q, = (const.) (pZ and hence q, and p,z would be in X and thus 
nontrivial solutions of (L - AI) a, = 0. Since I’?, ( k(<)(d< < CO, W(x) is 
bounded and bounded away from zero. 
LetgEYanddefiney:~l’-t%: by 
Then 
and 
Thus p is C’ and 
V+h(x)q+k(x)@-b=g. (3.18) 
We next show q is in X. Since o, and oZ are not in X we have (again by 
14, p. 104, Problem 291) for some nonzero constants c, and cz that 
y,(x) = c,e”“(l + o(l)), y’:(x) = c, ue”“( I + o( 1)) 
as x-co, (3.19) 
p2(x) = c2 e +‘,(l + o(l)), y;(x) = - c20e-Ux(l + o(l)) 
as x+-co. (3.20) 
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By (3.14): (3.15), (3.19), (3.20) we have 
W(x) = -2c?a(l + o(l)) as x--, --oD. (3.21) 
= -2c,a(l + o(l)) as x --t 03. (3.22) 
We also have 
J 
.I 
v,(l) g(C) d5 = _ d-m> (Jr 
x. w(r) 
-o: .(I -to(l)) as x-+--00, (3.23) 
2 
Cl g(a) =- 2c (72 eox(l -to(l)) as x--b 00: (3.24) 
I 
and 
1,x to?(r) g(r). d< _ 
w(r) 
C? d-p) e-us(* T o(, )) 
2czo 
as ~--t--33. (3.25) 
“X 
=-g&y1 +0(1)) 
I 
as x --) co. (3.26) 
For example, we will establish (3.24). The proofs of (3.23). (3.25), and 
(3.2h) arc similar. By (3.14) and (3.19) there is a positive constant A4 such 
that ;o,(x)l < Me”” for all x. Let p(x) satisfy q31(~) = c, ersx(l -t p(x)). Ther! 
p(x) = o(l) as x --) co and 
where 
Since 
as x -+ 03, 
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and, by (3.22), 
I2 = _ cl dw) 2c, u2 [l - e-(u/2)x] -+ - c;,“‘u~’ as x+ 00. 
1 
We see that (3.24) is correct. 
By (3.14): (3.15), (3.19), (3.20), (3.23)-(3.26): we have lim, .,-~~ o(x) = 
- g(-co)/o’, lim,,, q(x) = -g( co)/a2, and lim,,, -oo p’(x) = 0. Thus, by 
(3.10 liq,,,, o”(x) = 0, and hence a, EX. So we have shown that if 
L -II is one to one then it is onto, provided A E C - (-co, 01. 
Next we show Z c R. Suppose. to the contrary, 3. E Z - R. Then L - Al is 
not one to one. So for some u, E X - (0) we have 
P” + h(x) p + k(x) q?’ = A(& P” + h(x) @ + k(x) @’ =@ 
applying Green’s formula to cp and U, we get 
and hence il =I, a contradiction. 
Suppose A E Z and ). > )/ hJI,. Th enfor someoE:X-{O},(L--1J)rp=O 
and p(x) > 0 for some x E R. Since q~ decays exponentially to zero as 
Ix\ --f co we have q~ attains its maximum value at some x,, E [4‘. 
Thus o(x”) > 0, cp’(q,) =O, and (p”(x,) < 0 and so 0 > @‘(x0) = 
(1 - 4X”)) d%> > 0 a contradiction. Thus Z n (O? co) is bounded above by 
Ilhllv. 
Next we show zero is the only possible cluster point of Zn (0, uz). 
Suppose {A,,};, cCn (0, co) converges to a positive real number, ho. Then 
for each positive integer n the problem 
v” + h(x)p + k(x) p’ = A,,@,, 
q(X) = eb’Ay”( 1+ o( 1)) as x+-co 
(3.27) 
(3.28) 
has a solution p,,(x) in X. By Lemma 1 the functions o,(x) are uniformly 
bounded on -co < x < co and converge pointwise to a solution o”(x) in X of 
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(3.27); (3.28) with IZ = 0 as it + co. Applying Green’s formula to ‘p,, and yCj 
we obtain 
0 = (L, - io)w,[x 0,~~ exp (1" ,x k) dx 
'X 
(3.29) 
and by the dominated convergence theorem the integral on the right side of 
(3.29) converges to ]?,m pi exp(j-:, k) dx. Hence, for all sufficiently large n: 
,I,, = I.,). Thus C fI (0. co) has no positive cluster points. 
Since R(L) c i g E Y: lim, ..:c -rig(t) dt exists and is finite \ we have codim 
R(L) is co. 
The second to last sentence of Proposition 2 follows from the fourth 
paragraph of this proof and the fact that the null space of L -- 0 is at most 
one dimensional for all <E Z. 
The only if part of the last statement of Proposition 2 follows from 
Lemma 3. To prove the r part of the last statement of Proposition 2? let 
2 = max Z and suppose i # i,. Then 2 > >. > 0 and thus, by the second to ias: 
sentence of Proposition 2,x is an eigenvalue of L. Hence. by the only if part 
of the last sentence of Proposition 2, L@ = XC,? for sornc positive function $ in 
J?. Since Lo = ,Io for some positive function C,CI in 2 we have by applying 
Green’s formula to o and $ that 
and thus i. = I, a contradiction. So d = 2 and the proof of Proposition 2 is 
complete. 
Proof of Proposition 3. Since Y~(.x, u; /I) satisfies (1.6a), (1.6b) we have 
4:;( co. (L, /I) = 0 if and only if zero is an eigenvalue L.(u, p). Thus Proposition 
3 follows from Proposition 2 and the following statement: If (cQ,, p,,) E G 
and !(a,,) /I,) i,“= , is a sequence in Q converging to (a(,, ,!I,,) then (i) if 
l.(a,,.P,,) is an eigenvalue of L(u,,/I,) for n = 1) 2, 3...., and 
lim n-a z j(u,, , e,J = A0 E 10, co ) then ,I0 L- ~(oo, 8,) and ~(o,,, /I,,) is an eigen 
value of L(ol,,.&); and (ii) if, for n = 1, 2, 3...., ~JTx~, ,!I,,) -= 0 and zero is not 
an cigenvalue of L(a,, , /I,) then i(ao, &) = 0. 
To prove this statement, let F,(x) be as in the second paragraph of 
Proposition 1, let g,(x) and h,,(x), respectively, be f, and f, evaluated at 
(-G Y(& u, 5 P,), :‘(x, a,: 8,J, a,). and let I = l?, F,(x) dx. Then, for 
sufficiently large n, 1 g,(x) 1 + , h,(x) !( F,)(x) for --co < x < cc. 
We first prove (i). Let 1, = &To,,, /I,). By Proposition 2, the problem 
y” + g,,(x) a, + h,(x) y’ = nfi 0, (3.30a) 
y(x) = e.‘nX( 1+ o( 1)) as x --+ -co, (3.30b) 
v’(co) = 0, (3.3Oc) 
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has a positive solution p,Jx). Suppose A,, = co. By Lemma 4. there exists a 
positive real number /i such that the equation 
w” + e”F,(x) w -F”(x) I# = A 2’y 
has a solution v,(x) which is positive for -co < x < 00. Applying Piconek 
formula to (P, and w0 we have for sufficiently large n that 
+ iy: “-X ~,,(x>~ [iiexp (r,,h,,) -n2exp( -/Y,F,~)] dx. (3.31) 
But, for suffkiently large ~1, the left side of (3.31) is negative and the right 
side is positive, a contradiction. So & E [O. co), and thus, by Lemma 1, A,, is 
an eigenvalue of L(a,, &,) whose eigenspace is spanned by a positive 
function p,, . Thus, by Proposition 2, & = h(a,,  ,!I,). 
We now prove (ii). By Lemma 3: the solution V,(X) of 
If’ + g,(x) v + h,(x) v’ = 0, l//(-00) = 1 
is positive for all x and all positive integers n. By Lemma 1, we have (v,,(x), 
v/;,(x)) converges pointwise on --co < x < co to (v&x), V;(X)) and hence 
v,(x) is nonnegative, but since w”(x) and w;(x) cannot simultaneously 
vanish (for otherwise w, E 0) we have u/,,(x) is positive for all x. By Lemma 
2, for suffkiently large n: ( y,,(x)1 + 1 w;(x)1 <,u(x), where p(x) is continuous 
and ,u(x) = C(jxl) as Y --) co. If (ii) is false, then by Proposition 2. for some II ( 
& E (0, co) the problem (3.30at(3.30c) with n = 0 has a positive solution, 
o,,. Applying Green’s formula to q. and v,, we obtain 
Since ( p;(x); + 1 v,(x) 1 = fi(e-.“O’“‘) as (xl-+ 00 we have, by applying the 
dominated convergence theorem to (3.32) that 
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a contradiction. Hence I(u,) /I,,) = 0 and the proof of Proposition 3 is com- 
plete. 
ProoJ of proposition 4. To prove Proposition 4 it suffkes to show that 
there is a neighborhood V of (a,,, /I,,) such that for (a, ,!I) E V we have (i) 
v,i(co, a, 0) < 0 implies >.(a, p) > 0; (ii) yj(co, L(, 0) > 0 implies J(n, /I) = 0 
and zero is not an eigenvalue of L(a,pj; (iii) ~.i(co. cl,fi) = 0 implies 
i(u. /3) = 0 and zero is an eigenvalue of L(u, /?). 
Actually (i) is true for all (U./I) E R. To see this. let (a,,Qj E !J be fixed, 
and suppose I’;( co: cl, 8) ( 0. Then. since y,(x, CI. /?) satisfies (1.6a): (1.6bj 
we have JT~(x,,, U. p) = 0 for some x,) E ;. Thus. by Lemma 3. WC have 
i(a, /?) > 0. 
Since. for all (u, [I) E f2, ~,~(x, a, ,!I) satisfies (1.6a). (1.6bj we have: for al! 
(rx, ,0j E 0, that y$(oo, a, p) = (>) 0 implies zero is (is not) an eigenvaluc 01’ 
L(cxJ). Thus to prove (ii) and (iii) it suffices to prove there is a 
neighborhood V of (a,,, &) such that for (cr, ,0) E V we have (iv:1 
~:,\(‘a, a.,@ > 0 implies n(a, p) = 0. Assuming (iv) is false: there is 2 
sequence (cr,,.p,)~:, in Q converging to (a,~.&) such that jU(~,,/I,,) >JI and 
&(a~, a,,, p,,) 2 0. Thus, by Proposition 2, Lemma 3: and the fact that 
ylI(x, a,,./I,,j satisfies (1.6a), (1.6b) we have for some &E (----co, cc) that 
I:,&,, . a,?. D,,) = 0 and y;Jx, u,, B,,) > 0 for x < C,:. Thus &(r,,: u,, ,8,,j < 0. 
Since J,$(cc. a,,. I,,) > 0, for some x,, E (r,. co \ we have JJ,;(,x,,: a,,, 8,;) = G 
and y8(x,, , a,, /?,j < 0. Let 
and 
U-y) =J&v(x-, a,,, P,): J-.‘(x, qI, P,!, an) for x ,< x,, j 
=o for x > x,. 
Hy Lemma I and the second paragraph of Proposition 1. we have for each 
b E !F; that ~!~(x. a,,,p,) converges uniformly on (-co, hj to ~,~(x, a,,. /I,)) as 
n --) co. Since (a,,, p,) is a critical point of S and J’,~(x, Us,. ,!I(,> satisfies (i.haj, 
(1.6b) we have by Proposition 2 that ~~(x, a,), p,,) is bounded away from 
zero on --co < x < co. Thus x, + co as n.+ co and (g,, h,,) converges 
pointwise on -co < x < co to (J&J!!) as n --b 00. Let u/,,(s) be the solution 
of 
w” + g,(x) y + h,(x) v/’ = 0. 
I&(-co) = 0. y(--co)= 1. 
Then. for x < x,, we have am = y$(x, a,, p,), and for x 2 x, we have 
V;(X) = 0 and U/,,(X) = v,,(x,,) < 0. Thus, bq’ Lemma 1, w,(xj converges 
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uniformly on -co < x < co to y,(x, cfO, &) as n --+ 03. Since y4(xY cf”, &) is 
positive and bounded away from zero we have for all sufticiently large n that 
v,,(x) is positive for all x, a contradiction. This proves (iv) and completes the 
proof of Proposition 4. 
Proof of Theorem I. By Proposition 4, there is a neighborhood V of 
((Y”, /I,,) such that for (a, p) E Vn S we have &( co, cr: 8) > (=: <) 0 if and 
only if ((r,p) is a stable (critical, unstable) point of S. If y(s) is a curve in V 
satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 1 and o(s) =~‘(a, ;I@)) for 0 < s < 1 
then s = 0 and s = 1 are consecutive zeros of or) and hence 
0 > w’(O) co’(l) =J$(Q Y(O))Yj(W Y(1))B’(O)P’(l) 
which proves Theorem 1. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Since (u”, ,&,) is a critical point of S and expression 
(1.14) is not zero we have, as pointed out in the paragraph before Theorem 
2. that &(co, a”, p,) = 0, yA(co: uO, PO) # 0, and v,, is positive, bounded 
away from zero, and in X. Thus, by the implicit function theorem and 
Proposition 1, we have S. in a neighborhood (au7 PO), is given by the graph 
of a continuously differentiable function a = u(J) defined in a neighborhood 
of /3 = & with a(&) = (1” and a’(,&) = 0. 
Let z(x, /3) = J$Y, cl@?), /I). It follows from Proposition 1 and the fact that 
z’(co, fi) = 0 that z&x, ,5’) satisfies 
w”+f,1~+f~:-w’+ol’ca)f;,=o, 
w’(--03) = w’(oo) = 0, w(--co) = I, 
where the partial derivatives off are evaluated at (x, z(x, p): z/(x, p), u(J)). 
Since (I’&,) = 0 we have zg(x, ,$,) = Q&Y). Thus z4(x, &) is bounded away 
from zero on -co < x < co, and, since, by Lemma 2: z,~(x./?) tends 
uniformly on -co < x < co to zg(xY p,) as p + p,, , there is an open interval I 
containing & such that z6(x7 ,8) > 0 for -co < x < co and /3 E I. 
Let S’ = {/I E I: I,(@), /?) has a nonnegative igenvalue}. For /? E St let 
~(x, ,8) be the unique positive solution in J? of L(u@), b) ~7 = A(@). ,8) a, 
satisfying 
as x + -co. By Proposition 3, d(u(j?), /I) + A(a,,/?,) = 0 as p-&, and 
/3 E S+. By Lemma 1, (p(x,,Q p’(x,p)) converges pointwise to (p&), 
q;(x)) as B + & and p E S+, and for some open interval K, with /3” E K c I 
we have (dx, P>, cp’(x, PI) is uniformly bounded on (-co, co) X (K n St ). 
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Applying Green’s formula to q+c, p) and Z&C, /?) we obtain for p E K 17 S ! 
that 
where /h is evaluated at (x, z(x,,!I), z’(x,/?), w(p)) and fi is evaluated at 
0. ‘$h P), Z’(h B): @)>. s ince, for p E K f~ S - the integrand of the right side 
of (3.33) is positive, and; by the dominated convergence theorem and the 
second paragraph of Proposition 1: the integral on the left side of (3.33) 
converges to J’.?,r’zq~,, exp(j‘” ,,Jy) dx as j9- ,!I,,, we have by taking K 
smaller if necessary that 
for ,8 E K f? S-. Thus for ,fI E K we have (w(jI): p) is an unstable (criticaij 
point of S implies the left side of (1.15) is <(=) 0. 
It remains to show that the left side of (1.15) is positive when (n(p): 8) is a 
stable point of S. Suppose to the contrary {p,},“-_: is a sequence in the 
domain of I converging to PO such that the left side of (1.15 j, with ,0 =/I;;: 
is nonpositive and L(oltj!I,), ,4,) has no nonnegative cigenvalues. Then, b:: 
Lemma 3. p,,(x) > 0 for all x. where q~,(.x) is the solution of 
y” +.f;. cp i-.L’;’ = 0: 
ff(co) = 0: c.qm) = 1. 
where the partial derivatives offare evaluated at (x. z(x: p,), z’(x, b,,): d@‘,)). 
Thus q~;(-co) < 0 and applying Green’s formula to z:~(x: /I,,) and CI,JX), and 
noting by Lemma 2 that z!Jx,/?,,) = o(l!jx!) as ‘XI -+ 00, we get 
By L,emma 2, the second paragraph of Proposition 1, and the dominated 
convergence theorem. we have the integral on the right side of (3.35) 
converges to the nonzero number 
fp’o exp (ix 
,” -- 7.‘ 
f p dt) dxa 
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So: for sufliciently large n, the right side of (3.35) is nonnegative, a con- 
tradiction. 
For ,!7 E K n S , we have, by applying Green’s formula to ~(x. ,8) and 
vo(x), that 
if i(aV>, B) f 0, 
=o if 1(c@), 8) = 0. 
(3.36) 
Applying the mean value theorem to the difference quotients in the 
integrands of the two integrals on the left side of (3.36) and then using the 
dominated convergence theorem we have the expression in brackets on the 
left side of (3.36) tends to the nonzero number E. Since the integral on the 
right side of (3.36) is positive for all p E K n S+ we have, by making K 
smaller if necessary, that 
for all /3EKnS+. Hence, using (3.34), we obtain (1.17) for BE KfTS . 
It remains to show, by making K smaller if necessary, that (1.17) holds 
for /I E K - S’. Suppose to the contrary that {p,,},“-, c K - S ' is a 
sequence in the domain of c@) converging to ,8, such that (1.17) is false foi 
/l=,5’,: n= I, 2,.... Then 
sgn (~~(8.) [” fz oOexp (\” fz' d # -sgn(t& -P,,)E). (3.37) 
2 I) ,-- 5, 
“) X) 
Since b,, E K - S’ we have that the left side of (3.37) equals one. Since zero 
is an eigenvalue of L(a,,,p,) we have ,&, E S+ and hence ,8,, -PO # 0 for all 
n. Thus, by (3.37), @,, -PO) E > 0. Let I, be the solution of 
qf’ +.f+*v +f,p, = 0, (4’(-co) = 0: &-al)= 1: 
where f,, and fZ are evaluated at (x, z(.u,~~), z’(x,P,,), a@,)). Since 
&,EK-S+ we have by Lemma 3 that q,(x) > 0 for all x and hence 
I;, > 0. Applying Green’s formula to q7n and w. we gel 
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Applying the mean value theorem to the difference quotients on the right side 
of (3.38) and using Lemma 2, the bound on H. and the dominated 
convergence theorem, we see that the expression in brackets on the right side 
of (3.38) tends to E as n + coo. a contradiction which completes the proof of 
Theorem 2. 
Proof of Theorem 3. By (1.7) and the fact that J,,(x, Q,,/?,) satisfies 
(1.5b) we have yrr(x, ug. 8,) = 6 (! “1) and (d/&j J*,(x: q,, &,) = 4 (1) as 
‘XI + co. Since yu(x? q,:/IO) satisfies (1.5a), (1.5bj with (u.@ = (w,,,p,,) we 
have V(X) = y,,(x, u,,, /I,). Since J~~(x, a,). /?,J satisfies (1.6a), (1.6b) with 
(a, PI = (a”: PO) we have yA(,q u(,) p,,) = Us and thus J~$(,K, rq. ,!I,,) and 
(~/~x)~+, oo, &) are bounded on -co < x < co. Hcncc. since hypothesis 
(H?) holds: the integrals A: B, and C all converge absolutely. 
For (o, /I) E ,(2 let g(a: p) -J’(co, CI. p). By Proposition 1. g is t-dice 
continuously differentiable on R. Since ynrt(x, u,) : &). J,&, c(“: &j, and 
J.~~~(.Y.u,,,/~,,) respectively satisfy (1.8a), (18b). (1.9a), (1.9b), and (l.lOaj. 
(l.JOb) with (a,@= (~,~~P,,), we have by appiying Green’s formula to 
I*,,(x~ u,,, B,) and p,,(x). .Y~&, q, 8,) and c+,(x)” and Y,&. u,,. P,,) and 
oo(.x). and using (1.1 1) and the fact that 9(,(x) = J~~(x~ TX,, . pi,), that 
g,,(ao,&) q,(w) exp ( (_“’ Jy) = ---4. 
. :L 
and thus 
AC-B’=cp,(oo)‘exp (2iZ’ .~~)detD’g(a,,,&j. 
---7. 
Since (1.14) is zero, we have, by the paragraph preceding Theorem 1: that 
ga(a,,, ,!I,,) = g,Ja,, /I,,) = 0. Thus, by Lemma 5, if B2 -AC < 0 then ((x1,: 8,) 
is an isolated point of S, and if B’ -AC > 0 then, for some neighborhood. 
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V, of (a,,, &), we have (i) holds and Vg(a,p) # (0,O) for 
(a, ,/3) E (y, u yz) - {(a,,, /3,)}. By taking Y smaller if necessary, we have, by 
Proposition 4, that if (a, p) E y, U yz then (a, p) is a critical point if and only 
if g,(a, ,8) = 0. Thus, if (a, ,8) E (7, U yJ - !(aO, /I,,)} then (a, /I) is a critical 
point if and only if g,(a, p) = 0 and g,(a,p) # 0 if and only if the tangent 
line to S at (a,P) is vertical. 
It remains only to prove (iii). Let 
and let E be given by Eq. (1.16). If ,!? + &!$(a,,) # 0: we leave to the reader 
to show by an argument very similar to the one used in the last two 
paragraphs of the proof of Theorem 2, for (a - a,,( sufficiently small, that 
(a,/l,(a)) is a stable (critical, unstable) point of S if and only if 
(a - a,)@ + E:P;(a,)] < (=, >> 0. 
Suppose J&J’, z, a) = 0 in D x J. Then I? = B and E = C. Since yI is 
tangent o I, at (a,, ,&) we have 
A + 2B&(a,) + C,&(a,,)’ = 0 (3.39) 
and solving (3.39) for &(aO) we get 
/Ii = (-B f ~52rAi)/C 
Thus B + C&(a,,) = f dBT--AC # 0 and the proof of Theorem 3 is com- 
plete. 
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